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Key Highlights
In this edition of our quarterly data digest, learn more about:
Click the page number for more information.

Game of War began to catch up with Clash of Clans in U.S. revenue (pg. 9)
Revenue was highly concentrated in the gaming category (pg. 12)
The overall app market bounced back after a decline in Q2 2015 (pg. 13)
Google and Facebook continued to dominate App Store downloads (pg. 17, pg.18)
ContextLogic published the two most-advertised apps on the Facebook
ad network following its $500 million funding round (pg. 22)
www.sensortower.com
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What’s inside our Q3 2015 Data Digest

Click on an icon to jump to the section:

Top Apps

Fastest Growing
Categories

Top Publishers

Advertising Insights

Uncover which apps,
countries, and devices
made it to the global top
20 for downloads and
revenue.

Get a better
understanding of how to
position your product in
the market with these Q3
data points.

How do the world’s top
publishers stack up?
Check out the interesting
facts we've uncovered
about who’s on top.

Get insight on strategies
used by large advertisers.
Which apps advertise the
most? What kind of
creatives do they rely on?
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Welcome to the Second Edition
Brought to you by Sensor Tower

Welcome to the second edition of Sensor Tower’s Quarterly Data
Digest. Our team is dedicated to analyzing mobile marketplace data in
order to aid app developers in making informed decisions and
experiencing maximum growth.
For Q3 2015, we’ve focused specifically on iOS apps and the Apple
App Store. We’ll continue to expand the breadth of this report in future
editions, so don’t hesitate to let us know what you’d like to see.
Use these reports to stay up-to-date on a landscape that’s constantly
in flux. Featuring Sensor Tower’s highly accurate Store Intelligence
estimates as well as our cutting-edge Ad Intelligence data, our Data
Digest guarantees you’ll be armed with the best data possible.
Thanks for reading!
The Sensor Tower Team

www.sensortower.com
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Top Apps
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Most Downloaded Apps Worldwide
Q3 2015

Top Downloads Worldwide
iOS Chart Toppers

iPhone Downloads

iPad Downloads

Messenger

i

Facebook

First Place for Messenger

YouTube

Messenger continued to dominate the App Store.

WhatsApp Messenger
Instagram

i

iPhone vs. iPad

Agar.io

90% of downloads for the top 20 apps originated from
iPhones.

Layout from Instagram
Snapchat

i

Gaming Makes a Comeback

Google Maps

Gaming apps ( ) made up four of the top 20 most
downloaded apps in Q3, up from zero in Q2.

Angry Birds 2
Happy Wheels
爱奇艺视频

i

New Apps Experience Success
Four of the top 20 apps were released in Q3 (
the top 20 apps in Q2 were released in Q2.

iCast Show

). None of

Spotify Music
美团团购
借贷宝
开⼼心消消乐
⽀支付宝
Google
Twitter

About Our Download Estimates
These estimates include daily download totals for iPhone and iPad in more than 80
countries. We report unique installs only (one download per user).

0%

25%

50%

*Excludes Apple apps.
**Figures are indexed against the top ranking app.
*** The video game controller icon represents gaming apps. The new icon represents apps released in Q3 2015.

75%
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Most Downloaded Apps in the U.S.
Q3 2015

Top Downloads in the U.S.
iOS Chart Toppers

iPhone Downloads

iPad Downloads

Messenger

i

Google Dominates
With four of the top 20 apps, Google had the most apps
of any publisher that made it to the top 20.

Facebook
YouTube
Instagram
Snapchat

i

The U.S. Loves Music
Music Apps ( ) took three of the top 20 spots in the
U.S. compared to just one on the worldwide top 20.

Agar.io
Pandora
Layout from Instagram

i

Social Media Apps
While all apps in the top 20 saw a majority of their downloads
originate on iPhone, social media apps ( ) received a larger
portion than average from iPhone.

Happy Wheels
Google Maps
Netflix
musical.ly
Spotify Music
Angry Birds 2
Pinterest
WhatsApp Messenger
Twitter
Uber
Google
Gmail

About Our Download Estimates
These estimates include daily download totals for iPhone and iPad in the U.S. We report
unique installs only (one download per user).

0%

25%

50%

*Excludes Apple apps.
**Figures are indexed against the top ranking app.
*** The music note icon represents music apps. The people icon represents social networking apps.

75%

100%

Highest Grossing Apps Worldwide
Q3 2015

88

iPhone Revenue

Worldwide Revenue Ranking
iOS Chart Toppers

iPad Revenue

Clash of Clans
Game of War

i

Monster Strike

Japan and IAP
With four Japan-only apps (

) taking spots in the chart,

Japan proves to be a huge spender in the App Store.

Puzzle & Dragons
梦幻⻄西游-2015
Candy Crush Saga

i

Spotify Music

Japan Prefers iPhones
Japan-only apps (

) received a higher ratio of their

revenue from iPhones compared to apps that are also

Candy Crush Soda Saga

available in other countries.

Boom Beach
⽩白猫プロジェクト
DoubleDown Casino

i

Big Fish Casino
Hay Day
Pandora

The Value of iPads
Compared to downloads, the top 20 highest grossing
apps received a disproportionately high amount of
revenue from iPads.

LINE: Disney Tsum Tsum
热⾎血传奇

i

HBO NOW
MARVEL Contest of Champions
Heart of Vegas

In-App Purchases Continue to Dominate
Of the top 20 apps, 17 earned their revenue through inapp purchases exclusively. The other three (Spotify,
Pandora, and HBO NOW) received their revenue through
in-app subscriptions to their services.

Clash of Kings
0%
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50%

75%

100%

*Excludes Apple apps.
**Figures are indexed against the top ranking app.
***Japanese flags represent apps that are exclusive to Japan. Some apps, e.g. Monster Strike have multiple app ids in the app store. Only the biggest app id was used here.

About Our Revenue Estimates
Our iOS revenue estimates include the price of the app, as well as in-app purchases
generated through in-store transactions.

Highest Grossing Apps in the U.S.
Q3 2015
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iPhone Revenue

U.S. Revenue Ranking
iOS Chart Toppers

iPad Revenue

Clash of Clans
Game of War

i

Candy Crush Saga
Spotify Music
DoubleDown Casino
Candy Crush Soda Saga
Pandora

Clash of Clans vs. Game of War
In the U.S., the battle between Clash of Clans and Game
of War is closer than it is worldwide, with Game of War
earning roughly 88% of Clash of Clans’ revenue. The
battle is even closer on iPad, with Game of War earning
98% of Clash of Clans’ iPad Revenue.

Big Fish Casino
HBO NOW

i

Boom Beach
MARVEL Contest of Champions

Gambling is Big in the U.S.
Seven of the top 20 earning apps were gambling apps (
compared to only three in the worldwide top 20.

Hay Day
Slotomania
Farm Heroes Saga

i

GSN Casino
Hit it Rich!

Music on the Go
Music streaming ( ) revenue is overwhelmingly coming
from iPhone, whereas video streaming is mainly coming
from iPad—but is still getting a fair share from iPhone.

Gummy Drop!
Slots Free Casino House of Fun!
Summoners War
Heart of Vegas
0%

25%

50%

75%

*Excludes Apple apps.
**Figures are indexed against the top ranking app.
***The music note icon represents music streaming apps. The movie reel icon represents movie streaming apps. The dice and cards icon represents gambling apps.

100%

About Our Revenue Estimates
Our iOS revenue estimates include the price of the app, as well as in-app purchases
generated through in-store transactions.

),
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Fastest Growing Categories
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Categories with Most Downloads
Q3 2015
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Highest Ranking Categories
Downloads

iPhone Downloads

iPad Downloads

i

Games

Photo & Video

i
Entertainment

Social Networking

Lifestyle

0%

*Figures are indexed against the top ranking app.
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Gaming is King
The gaming category dominates the App Store with
more than triple the downloads of the next most
downloaded category, Photo & Video.

iPad As An Entertainment Center
Game and Entertainment apps received a higher
proportion of their downloads from iPads compared to
other categories in the top five.

Categories with Most Revenue
Q3 2015
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Highest Ranking Categories
Revenue

iPhone Revenue

iPad Revenue

i

Games

Music

i
Social Networking

Entertainment

Education

0%

*Figures are indexed against the top ranking app.
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Gaming Takes the Money
The Games category took the lead by a huge margin,
earning more than 20 times more in revenue than the
second biggest category, Music.

Revenue Highly Concentrated
Distribution of revenue across category is far more
concentrated than the distribution of downloads.

Fastest Growing Categories by Downloads
Q3 2015
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Highest Ranking Categories
Downloads

40%

i

30%

i
x
20%

10%

0%
Travel

Games

Sports

*Categories that did not receive significant enough download or revenue figures were not included.

Medical

Lifestyle

Growth Everywhere
After a slump in Q2, most app categories experienced
growth in downloads and revenue during Q3.

Summer Vacations Means Traveling
The Travel category saw the most growth in Q3,
most likely due to consumers taking summer vacations.

Fastest Growing Categories by Revenue
Q3 2015
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Highest Ranking Categories
Revenue

40%

i

Season of Music Festivals
With all the music festivals happening during the
summer, it’s no surprise that music apps saw a
substantial increase in revenue as well as effectiveness
in monetization.

30%

i
x
20%

10%

0%
Music

Games

Lifestyle

*Categories that did not receive significant enough download or revenue figures were not included.

Entertainment

Social Networking

Games Continue to Grow
Gaming apps continued to see healthy growth in
revenue.

Fastest Growing Categories by Monetization
Q3 2015
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Highest Ranking Categories
Monetization

40%

i

Music Apps Acquire Valuable Users
Music apps were able to obtain a significant growth in
revenue, but not in downloads, meaning that these apps
have learned to monetize users better.

30%

i
x

The gaming app space, already highly efficient at
monetizing their users, continued to improve their
monetization ability.

20%

10%

0%

Gaming Continues to Improve
Monetization Strategies

Music

Social Networking

Games

*Categories that did not receive significant enough download or revenue figures were not included.
**Monetization is defined as Total Revenue / Total Downloads.

Lifestyle

Entertainment
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Top Publishers
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Most Downloaded Publishers Worldwide
Q3 2015
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iPhone Downloads

Top Publishers by Downloads

iPad Downloads

Google
Tencent
Facebook

i

LINE

Rovio Makes a Return?
After releasing Angry Birds 2, Rovio lands a spot in the
top 20 despite layoffs.

Instagram
Gameloft
Electronic Arts

i

Ketchapp
WhatsApp

Geographical Demographics
Six of the top 20 companies are headquartered in China,
five in Europe, one in Japan, and the remaining eight in
the U.S.

Miniclip
King

i

Rovio
Beijing Baidu Netcom

Google at the Top
Despite the rivalry between Google and Apple, Google
continues to dominate the top spot in the iOS downloads
rankings thanks to their multiple app offerings.

Microsoft
Xiamen Meitu

i

Disney
Snapchat
Taobao
sankuai
Smule
0%
*Excludes Apple.
**Figures are indexed against the top ranking publisher.
**Flags represent company headquarters.

25%

50%

75%

100%

Apps Per Developer
Of the top 20 publishers by downloads, Disney had the
most apps with 275. WhatsApp and Snapchat tied for the
lowest number of apps among the top 20 at one each.
Most publishers published 10 to 85 apps.

Most Downloaded Publishers in the U.S.
Q3 2015
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iPhone Downloads

Top Publishers by Downloads in U.S.

iPad Downloads

Google
Facebook
Instagram

i

Miniclip
Electronic Arts
Disney
Ketchapp

i

Gameloft
Rovio
Glu Games

WhatsApp Fails to Rank in the U.S.
Despite performing admirably worldwide, WhatsApp
failed to place among the top 20 publishers by
downloads in the U.S.

Geographical Demographics
The same five developers from Europe that made it into
the top 20 in worldwide made it to the top 20 in U.S., but
none of the Asian developers on the worldwide
downloads chart fared well in the U.S.

Microsoft
King

i

Amazon
Snapchat
Fun Games For Free
Pandora
Jim Bonacci
Netflix
musical.ly
Spotify
0%
*Excludes Apple.
**Figures are indexed against the top ranking publisher.
**Flags represent company headquarters.
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Apps Per Developer
Of the top 20 publishers by downloads, Disney had the
most apps with 275. Snapchat, Pandora, Jim Bonacci,
musical.ly, and Spotify tied for the lowest number of apps
among the top 20 at one each. Most publishers
published five to 65 apps.
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Highest Grossing Publishers Worldwide
Q3 2015

Top Publishers by Revenue

iPhone Revenue

iPad Revenue

Supercell

i

Japan Knows How to Monetize
While contributing only one publisher to the top 20 most
downloaded chart, Japan took six of the top 20
highest-grossing publisher spots.

Machine Zone
King
Tencent
mixi
NetEase

i

Supercell: The Reigning Champion
Supercell continues its reign at number one thanks in
large part to Clash of Clans and Boom Beach.

GungHo
LINE
Spotify
COLOPL

i

No New Entrants
The companies in the top 20 may have changed
positions since Q2, but no new contenders made it into
the top of the charts.

Big Fish
Electronic Arts
Playtika
DoubleDown
BANDAI NAMCO
Zynga
SQUARE ENIX
Kabam
Pandora
HBO
0%
*Excludes Apple apps.
**Figures are indexed against the top ranking publisher.
**Flags represent company headquarters.
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50%

75%

100%
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Highest Grossing Publishers in the U.S.
Q3 2015

Top Publishers by Revenue in U.S.

iPhone Revenue

iPad Revenue

Supercell

i

More Diversity in the U.S.
Eight countries are represented within the top 20 publishers
by revenue, compared to six on the worldwide revenue
ranking.

Machine Zone
King
Big Fish
Spotify
DoubleDown

i

Revenue Concentrated at the Top
Compared to downloads, a higher proportion of revenue went to
the top three developers.

Playtika
Electronic Arts
Pandora
HBO
Zynga
Kabam
Glu Games
SGN
Game Show Network
Storm8
Com2uS
Ludia
Pacific-Interactive
Miniclip
0%
*Excludes Apple apps.
**Figures are indexed against the top ranking publisher.
**Flags represent company headquarters.
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Advertising Insights
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Top Advertisers on Facebook
Q3 2015
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Image Ads

Apps with Most Ad Impressions on
the Facebook Ad Network

Video Ads

Wish

i

Geek

Image Ads
Of the top 10 apps with the most ad impressions, the
three non-game apps exclusively displayed image ads.

Clash of Kings

i

Game of War

Stormfall

Ad Impressions Pay Off
Among the top 10 apps with the most ad impressions on
Facebook, four made it into the top 20 highest grossing
apps worldwide ( ).

SimCity BuildIt

i

Boom Beach

MARVEL Contest of Champions

Game of War vs. Clash of Clans
Game of War was among the top 10 apps with the most
ad impressions, while Clash of Clans did not make it into
the top 10, perhaps explaining why the gap in revenue
between the two gaming apps is closing.

Cute

i

Jurassic World™: The Game
0%

*Figures are indexed against the top ranking app.
**Trophy icons represent apps that ranked in overall grossing.
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75%

100%

ContextLogic
All three of the top 10 non-gaming apps with most ad
impressions were published by ContextLogic, which
recently closed a roughly $500 million funding round.
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Impressions on Facebook by Category
Q3 2015

Categories with Most Ad Impressions
on the Facebook Ad Network

Image Ads

i

i

Gaming Apps Dominate
Gaming app ads eclipsed everything else on Facebook,
with more than triple the ad impressions of the secondmost-advertised category, Lifestyle, which was driven
heavily by ContextLogic.

Image Ads Are King
The majority of ad impressions on Facebook came in the
form of image ads.

Video Ads

Games

Lifestyle

Social Networking

Photo & Video

Music

i

Who Used Video Ads?
Music apps were much more likely to use video
advertising, with 38% of all ads being video.
Games followed with 21% of their advertising being
video ads.

Travel

Entertainment

Finance

Business

Education
0%

*Figures are indexed against the top ranking category.
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Common Ad Creative Strategies
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High Production Values
Many leading publishers have opted for advertisements possessing high production
values. A large number of these ads utilize high-quality computer generated
graphics, while others are opting to use celebrities to help promote their apps.

Ad creatives are available through our new Ad Intelligence product.
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Stormfall: Rise of Balur
Battle Camp

Sponsored
Sponsored

Character Level-Up
Battle Camp

Stormfall: Rise of Balur

One popular way game publishers are advertising their apps is by
showing how characters change as they level up. This strategy is
primarily used by strategy and RPG titles, and leverages the popularity
of monster-collecting games.

www.sensortower.com
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Ad creatives are available through our new Ad Intelligence product.
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App Footage
Some publishers are using footage and stills captured from within their apps to
encourage downloads. Common strategies for gaming apps include displaying
either screenshots or game footage, while shopping apps tend to rely on
screenshots of merchandise available to potential users.

www.sensortower.com
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Ad creatives are available through our new Ad Intelligence product.
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A Note on Indexed Estimates
The Sensor Tower Data Science Team compiled the estimates represented in this
digest using the Sensor Tower Store Intelligence platform as well as our cutting-edge
Sensor Tower Ad Intelligence Platform.
Figures represented in this report are indexed against the top performers’ total
downloads, revenue, and impressions. This benchmarking allows for ease of visual
comparison. If an app’s reported downloads are displayed as 50% on the graph’s
x-axis, then that app received half the number of downloads of the top app.

Would your business benefit from access to Store Intelligence or Ad Intelligence
insights? See the fastest growing apps and publishers by downloads or revenue, and
learn more about their advertising strategies. Email sales@sensortower.com for
more information.
www.sensortower.com
© 2015 Sensor Tower. All Rights Reserved.
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About Sensor Tower
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Our Solutions
App Marketing Intelligence Made Simple

Sensor Tower is the leading platform for app store optimization and app industry intelligence.
Click on a solution for more information:

Top Charts &
Leaderboards

App Intelligence
Drive organic growth with

Monitor app trends

the leading App Store

throughout the global app

Optimization platform.

economy.

Store Intelligence

Ad Intelligence

Make strategic decisions

Develop winning user

with the industry’s most

acquisition campaigns with

accurate estimates.

crucial mobile advertising
insights.

www.sensortower.com
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Contact Us
Let’s talk about #data!

Address

Email

185 Berry Street
Suite 4805
San Francisco, CA 94107

sales@sensortower.com
info@sensortower.com

www.sensortower.com
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Terms of Use
This report, and all original content within, are wholly owned by Sensor Tower, Inc. ©2015.
Modification, republication, distribution, or other unauthorized usage violate the copyright, unless express
permission has been granted.

App icons, images, and other branding assets are property of their respective publishers and are used expressly for
editorial commentary purposes.
If you would like to republish any of the information contained in this report, please email info@sensortower.com
for further information.
We’re always happy to work with media organizations to provide custom research.
Media Contact: press@sensortower.com
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